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I dreamed the morning of April 29 that 12 Tornados were moving across AZ. As they did the whole State became a
dust storm. The State shut down for 3 days due to the blinding storm. During this time, 3 earthquakes took place, one
each day of the dust storm. All communication within AZ was shut down due to the intense blinding dust. Cellular,
satellite and internet ceased.
There was a fear that gripped the people of AZ. Asylum seekers ran back across into Mexico. Everywhere the center of
earthquakes took place fear paralyzed most people. On the night of the 3rd day a strong wind came and began to blow
the dust west into CA.
The 3 earthquakes were centered in Maricopa (Phoenix) Pima (Tucson) and Coconio (Flagstaff). At the center of each
earthquake a butte pushed upward from the earth that had veins of Gold that could be seen easily with the naked eye.
The Government sent in the National Guard to keep people from the gold. Unrest began to fill the people of each
county and people began traveling there to join in pushing back the government’s control of the gold.
The unrest began to spread across America triggering intense reactions of “We the People” groups. These groups
began to form into chants of “The truth will make America free.” The unrest, Holy in nature began to become larger and
more intense.
The Ekklesia rose to their feet in the midst of these intense gatherings. Declarations of “America must be saved” was
shouted by the Ekklesia. The Ekklesia began to call for God to answer by fire.
A fiery meteorite was seen over AZ for 7 nights. The eighth night it had vanished. The Navajo gathered with Ellson
Bennett and prayed day and night for 8 days. The morning of the 9th day Kenneth Copeland, Jerry Savelle, Billye Brim,
Ann Gimenez, Dutch Sheets, Tim Sheets, Jim Hodges and Jack Hayford had arrived at the Northern Rim of the Grand
Canyon. They each brought salt shakers with salt in them. Jack Hayford spoke of a salt covenant being formed between
them for the Nation. Each of them took salt from their shaker and placed on an open Bible. It was opened to II
Chronicle 7:14. They all agreed that this covenant would stand until God answered by fire and America was saved.
Jim Hodges brought a bottle of wine and unleavened bread. He informed everyone this bottle had come on the ship
with Robert Hunt and was only found when Robert Hunt’s body was discovered a few years ago. He shared that before
Ross Perot’s death he had sent the bottle to Jim and told Jim he would know when to use it for a Holy Communion for
the Nation. Ellson Bennett and myself dispensed the elements and prayed over everyone there.
Upon completion of the Communion and covenant Jack Hayford’s cellphone rang and he took the call. He informed the
gathering that rain had begun in CA and was settling the dust that had blown in from AZ. A Holy weeping of
Thanksgiving came over the gathering. Ellson Bennett’s daughter Callie began to sing in Navajo. Ellson interpreted her
words to be “America is Saved.”
End of Dream.

